
CHAPTER 1 Author's Rights, Listener's Rights
(Journal of Our Ancestors)

I dream.
What if the listener I am were none other but the reincarna-

tion of a distant predecessor?
What if the ears I have and carry everywhere with me were

older than I am?
What if my two ears, which I sometimes outfit in headsets and

other prostheses, had been prefabricated, at least in part, a long,
long time ago?

To lend an ear, as they say, is of course to stretch it [tendre
l’oreille, to listen, means literally ‘‘to stretch the ear’’]; it is in a
way to mimic internally the outer mobility of this organ among
certain animal species. It is, even if all the while remaining mo-
tionless, to turn our attention toward what summons our
listening.

But to lend an ear is also a matter of a loan. Or even a graft. I
sense that these pinnae that I turn and turn back in me like
antennae are to a large extent determined, in their internal
movements, by a whole body of laws, by a corpus of which I am
neither the master, nor the proprietor, nor the inventor: rather I
inherit them, I receive them, I borrow them without even having
chosen them. This ear that I lend is certainly above all lent to
me.

By whom?
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Answering that question would come down to investigating
our distant predecessors, the innumerable listeners who pre-
ceded us who listen today. About our ancestors, about the move-
ment of their pinnae, about their postures, I want to know
everything. And for a long time I have accumulated for us their
portraits and photographs (from medieval illuminations down
to images from the cinema), where you can see them now ab-
sorbed or meditative, now suffering or seemingly transported.
You are as familiar as I am with this family album, where we can
see them arranging their bodies in order to listen. And letting
themselves be arranged by it. One of our favorite scenes is the
‘‘cure by music,’’ in which the sick man (a melancholic) receives
sweet melodies through one ear as if the better to appease or
chase away the ringing he seems to be suffering from in the
other, which he supports with his open palm.1
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As fascinating and engaging as this (oto-)iconography is, it tells
me nothing, however, or very little, about what regulates musical
listening as such. Of course it does allow me to see contexts,
attitudes, positions of listening. But it necessarily remains silent
about what directs these listenings, what prescribes them: it
allows me to hear neither what those listeners heard, nor, more
importantly, what they thought they should be listening to.

Should we turn to texts, to written testimonies? If so, which
ones?

There are indeed, here and there, some collections that resem-
ble precepts for listening. Like the wonderful How to Listen by
Plutarch.2 But generally they deal only with listening to a dis-
course (to a scholarly lecture, for instance); they do not concern
musical listening. At least, to my knowledge, not before the twen-
tieth century (and we will have to wonder why a ‘‘treatise’’ like
‘‘Instructions for Hearing New Music,’’ by Adorno, could not
see the light of day before a certain modernity . . . ).3

There is also, of course, what we call music criticism, which,
at least since Schumann or Berlioz, has oscillated between ‘‘ob-
jective’’ description of works and ‘‘subjective’’ description of the
impressions they arouse. But whatever its interest and its some-
times virtuoso writing may be, this kind of criticism rarely makes
its criteria explicit; above all, with a few exceptions, it does not
question the notion of the work, which constitutes rather the
presupposition or unspoken thought according to which it ori-
ents itself: the work is a whole, a given to which listening adapts
itself. In fact, one could probably demonstrate that music criti-
cism is born only at the moment when the notion of the musical
work is stabilized: starting from the moment, then, when a cer-
tain change in the regime of listening (which I will try to define)
has already occurred.

In order to investigate our duties as listeners, in order to ques-
tion this you must that accompanies us, we will have to go back
to the time before this transformation that turns musical listen-
ing into listening-to-a-work. For, along with the notion of the
work, already a whole mass of criteria have infiltrated our ears,
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to be erased there as if they went without saying: listening to a
work, that is to say also to its composer, my ear is already, more
or less, regulated by an idea of ‘‘structure,’’ it tries to grasp a
whole that is articulated in parts . . . From then on, in order to
circumscribe this modern regime of listening that Adorno could
describe as ‘‘structural’’ (I will return to this), in order to convey
the construction of values from which it rises, we have to let
our ancestors speak from other places of discourse than those of
criticism. We have to question them exactly where, for them, the
work remains a problem, a subject for debate, even conflict.

That is why I invite you to follow me first into an investigation
that will sometimes have the look of a criminology of listening.

Come, we’re entering the courtroom.

Plagiarism and the Obligation of Truth

Now we are in the hearing rooms.
There are voices. Countless voices, each with its own

complaint.
Choirs of voices that rise up from the transcripts of so many

trials and debates that have been archived in the history of law.
What is their complaint?
This one, an ancient one, already speaks of plagiarism. Here

we are hearing a certain Diagoras, philosopher and ‘‘composer,’’
complaining of having been stripped of his inventions.4 Here we
hear Martial comparing his verses to his children and defining
plagiarius (literally, ‘‘stealer of children’’) as someone who ap-
propriates his writings:5 a metaphor that has now vanished, since
it has become so commonly used.

Closer to us, we can hear, in the midst of a choir of the faithful,
the voice of Luther reading in archaic German the preface to his
book of spiritual songs (Geystliche Lieder) of 1545:

I should . . . point out that the lied sung at funerals, ‘‘Nu last
uns den leib begraben,’’ bears my name, but is not by me; and
my name should be removed from it [und soll mein nam hinf-
urt davon gethan sein]. Not because I reject it, for I like it very
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much, and it was a good poet who wrote it, named Johannes
Weis . . . ; but I do not want to appropriate anyone else’s work
as my own [sonder ich will niemand sein arbeit mir zu eigen].6

Even before the first positive laws on copyright or the right of
the author (the Statute of Queen Anne in 1710 in England and
the decrees of 1791 and 1793 in France), some historians identify
in all these voices the growing affirmation of an ‘‘obligation of
truth’’ or a ‘‘right of name’’ that, after being applied to literature,
slowly enters music. Even in the realm of church songs, which
one might have thought was more inclined to communal
anonymity.

A duty of truth . . . Ever since I read this expression by Hans-
jörg Pohlmann, the great archaeologist of the ‘‘prehistory’’ of
musical law,7 it has not left me. Was that it, then, the you must
that accompanies my listenings? Even when I make myself a little
of the forger or plagiarist, even when I play you a record so you
can hear my hearing, the idea of this obligation to truth does not
let me go. It haunts me.

And I question myself. To whom, precisely, do I owe truth? To
you, to the work, to the author? And the truth of what? Of the
work, of my listening? On that subject our voices seem silent:
they say nothing about us, about our ears.

Some people, like Johannes Mattheson, seem indeed to call
upon us as witnesses. Or rather, this composer and theoreti-
cian—whose works mark and record, at the beginning of the
eighteenth century, a genuine turning point in the notion of
originality in music—seems sometimes to be speaking for us, in
our name. Especially when, in his Kern melodischer Wissenschaft,
published in Hamburg in 1737, he forcefully asserts the value of
melody alone: ‘‘The ear,’’ he writes, ‘‘has more pleasure with a
single, well-modulated voice than with twenty-four, in which the
melody is so torn apart that we no longer know what it is trying
to say.’’

It is indeed about my pleasure, about my ear, that Mattheson
speaks when he supports his condemnation of counterpoint,
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when he emphasizes the value of well-formed melody over po-
lyphony. And so it is by pointing me out as witness that he sets
out his plea for originality (inventio, which for him is essentially
melodic) in opposition to the work of contrapuntal elaboration:
‘‘Every good composer must be an original,’’ he writes in his
Critica Musica in 1722, before adding that ‘‘every elaboratio,
beautiful as it may be, can be likened merely to interest, whereas
inventio is like capital.’’

We are indeed the heirs of this economic metaphor, so true is
it for us, even today, that the very notion of musical invention
tends largely to be confused with that of a ‘‘good melody.’’ Thus
Mattheson contributes powerfully to constructing our ears by
providing words and images for an evolution that, after him, will
make the melodic idea the only real capital of originality of a
composer. (As Carl Dahlhaus wrote so well: ‘‘The language used
to discuss music directly affects the music as it represents itself
in the listener’s consciousness.’’)8

Nonetheless, despite all that our listenings, generally without
knowing it, borrow from these notions of capital forged in the
course of the history of the law of musicians, none of the voices
we have encountered until now truly speaks about us: about
what we do and, especially, what we have the right to do as we
listen.

But let us keep lending an ear, in this vast hearing room. In
the midst of the loudest voices that forge and hammer out the
laws or categories regulating musical life, some are more discreet:
those of our predecessors, those of our ancestors, simple lovers
of music.

Here are a few journal entries—incomplete, discontinuous—
where I have recorded these rare listeners for you.

1757: Music and Notes (at the Foot of the Page)

In 1757, not long after the publication of Mattheson’s works, a
certain Friedrich Wilhelm Zacharias, better known as a journalist
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than as an (amateur) composer, sent one of his compositions to
Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, theoretician of music and editor of
a journal on music. The parcel was accompanied by a letter that
Marpurg also published, and which aroused a great deal of
interest:

It is with the greatest possible satisfaction [wrote Zacharias]
that I delighted my eyes and ears with the enclosed symphony
[his own!]; but, as soon as I had taken the bold decision to
send it to you, my bad conscience awoke to reproach me for
having, in the opening measures, copied something from a
symphony by Mr. Graun. I could not say that this discovery
was very pleasant for me, although copying Mr. Graun is in
itself, as far as I am concerned, a merit.9

Zacharias, amateur composer, is delighted—a little bit the way
I am—with his modest inventions. And it is at the moment when
they are about to become public—he is sending them to Marpurg
for publication—that the conscience of a you must, so close to
my own, assails him. Like me, when I get ready to unveil to
you the treasures pillaged and accumulated in the course of my
listening campaigns, Zacharias, as he sends his symphony, feels
he is accountable. Indebted. And that is why, in his letter, he
echoes the opinion of his time on the question of musical
plagiarism.

This opinion, in the realm of music, seems to him much more
permissive than in the field of scholarly literature: ‘‘To my great
surprise,’’ he writes, ‘‘I hear it said that copying, in music, is
regarded as an infraction that is less serious than in the realm of
erudition [in der Gelehrsamkeit].’’ But, instead of consoling him-
self with this, Zacharias goes further; music, he says in brief,
must be constrained to the same obligation to truth as erudition:

They told me, to console me, that stealing a few bars from
someone is a minor thing. Real boldness would be stealing
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entire arias, entire symphonies. . . . I am surprised by this, and
I should tell you that, in the realm of erudition, neither poets
nor critics have gone so far. Poets especially try to assert their
integrity in that, for the passages they copy, they give the origi-
nal beneath their own lines. After that, it is no longer called
copying, but imitating; and, with such poetry, the poet can
make a fine show of his ability to ‘‘pillage’’ in every language,
to be just at home in Greece as he is in England. Since I may
be the first poet who, having been unable to quench his thirst
for writing with poetry alone, sought aid from music, I would
at least like to make myself famous by an invention liable to
hold my fellow citizens—those gentlemen who copy
music—to integrity. . . . We want . . . to be honest: the passages
we copy from each other, we want to represent them in little
notes under our pieces, with at the bottom the name of the
composer from whom they were stolen. . . . That is the only
way, by being the first to indicate the musical theft, that we
could disarm the indiscreet memory of learned critics.

Thus, for Zacharias, one has only to acquit oneself from the
obligation to truth by the scholarly indication of sources in order
to be authorized to pillage whatever one likes. But Zacharias goes
even further:

As I have already announced, I will soon print such an erudite
musical work; for I want . . . to get the reputation for having
been the first person in Germany, perhaps even in the world,
to give compositions an appearance of erudition and to return
its respectability to musical highway robbery [musikalische
Rauberey].

Zacharias could well be, as he claims, the inventor of the (mu-
sical) notes at the bottom of the page. And maybe it is with him
that the gathering of selected passages—an activity in which I am
so ready to engage for you—becomes literally a borrowing, that
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is, a quotation: for this (unlike allusion or evocation) implies
exact identification of the origin and ownership of the passage in
question.

When I came upon the Zacharias letter for the first time, I
exclaimed, not without joy: here is my first, my very first prede-
cessor! How I loved reading and rereading these lines! I didn’t
know a note of his symphony, or of his other music-loving works,
that is to say the works of this amateur-collector maniac of melo-
dies; but I could already imagine them, teeming with notes at the
bottom of the page, an immense potpourri of his borrowings as
a listener! They resembled the masterpiece I dream of, that suite
articulating my best, favorite moments. And I could recognize
myself in him, I who, almost always, note down somewhere the
beautiful passages that I think I can borrow to send them to you
in my name.

What a difference, I said to myself, between this listener’s voice
and that of a Mattheson who, barely excusing fortuitous reminis-
cences in others’ works, strongly condemned deliberate, inten-
tional borrowings: ‘‘It sometimes occurs by chance,’’ he wrote in
his Volkommene Capellmeister of 1739, ‘‘that one chances upon
. . . ways that others have already traveled . . . without having
chosen them expressly’’; before adding that it isn’t fitting to pro-
ceed thus ‘‘on purpose,’’ or worse, ‘‘to put down in writing a
catalogue of such scraps.’’

Now as you know, I have too many catalogues of scraps. In
any case, you can at least testify better than anyone that my bor-
rowings are always intentional; it is always on purpose that I
draw from passages in my musical library that I have spotted in
advance, for you. Evidently Mattheson, like so many others,
would not like the minute, sometimes obsessive listener that I
am. Listening, I take notes, I scribble down words, timing, track
or measure numbers, logograms: I keep noting my reference
marks, cataloguing, indexing my listener’s borrowings.

In short, if the criterion of intention or premeditation of the
borrowing unquestionably makes Mattheson a precursor of the
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modern author’s rights, it seems to me, on the other hand, that
the music-loving joy of the listener Zacharias makes him truly an
ancestor of the discophiles we are.

And yet, once my enthusiasm is over, I don’t really find myself
in him. It is not as a scholar that I like to send you my listenings.
When Zacharias writes, ‘‘There will be, perhaps, people pre-
sumptuous enough to pass us off as minds of little invention or
imagination, but no one could question our reputation for great
culture,’’ I can’t really associate myself with that us. We, you and
I, are not there. For we don’t really have much to do with erudi-
tion. What we want, simply, is for others to recognize a status in
our listenings, even the most naı̈ve ones, even the least ‘‘schol-
arly’’ ones. That people recognize them as inventions, not of the
work, but in the work. Which, at bottom, may have nothing to
do with collages or potpourris, with the streams of quotations of
that strange listener-composer-amateur . . .

1835: A Great Change in Our Customs

If the chronology of my journal is more than fragmentary, if its
geography is fickle, leaping from country to country, it is be-
cause, as I have said, the listener’s voices that manage to make
themselves heard in our hearing room are exceptional. But every
time they are fascinating, if one manages to capture them.

Here is the voice of a lawyer, a certain Antoine Lefebvre. He
pleads in the first person plural, he says ‘‘we,’’ he associates us
implicitly in his diagnosis:

A great change has occurred in our customs. . . . We no longer
go to the theater, as before, to hear the poem, to identify with
the more or less moving incidents of the plot; it is only for the
music, and even only for a few outstanding pieces, that we go
to lyric spectacles. We are inclining to the customs of Italy,
where the spectator has card parties in his box with his friends
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while he waits for the currently fashionable aria, without both-
ering in the least about the subject of the libretto.10

What is he talking about?
He is pleading for his clients, directors of the Opéra and the

Opéra-Comique. They have filed a complaint against a concert
organizer, a man named Masson de Puitneuf, who in 1833 had
formed an orchestra that gave evening concerts outside on the
Champs-Élysées; his repertory included, along with contradances
and variations, arias taken from the most popular operas being
performed in Parisian theaters. Public success was considerable.
Thus the directors of the great lyric stages tried to oppose this
undertaking, which they saw as dangerous competition. The law-
yer continues:

If the organizers of public concerts are allowed to unveil still-
recent musical novelties, and can thus satisfy the dominant
taste of the day at low cost, it is obvious that these merchants
will unfailingly ruin the great lyric theaters. The court should
not have any illusions about the importance of the decision it
is summoned to hand down: the fate of music in France is in
the balance.

The stakes, beyond even the dramatic rhetoric of a lawyer’s
pleading, are in fact high. For, through our right as listeners,
because of the licit or illicit nature of our attitudes of listening, it
was a question, neither more nor less, of protecting the integrity
of the works performed on stage; that is to say, not letting them
disintegrate into selected extracts according to the caprices of
taste.

Masson’s lawyer retorted in vain that his client was offering
only simple ‘‘public readings’’ rather than actual representations
of the operas in question; the court ruled in favor of the theater
directors, judging that ‘‘the composer, who sells a printed score,
gives and intends to give an enjoyment that is exclusive to the
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buyer alone’’; that is to say that the buyer is not authorized ‘‘to
exploit the music sold.’’ This decision, which was made in 1835,
is of the highest importance for the future of musical life. And it
is not insignificant that it was made in our name; or rather, with
the declared objective of also legislating our habits as listeners.

In fact, with this verdict, part of a movement that began with
the revolutionary laws of 1791 and 1793, there is a shift of music
toward the paradigm of theater. While, during the time of Mat-
theson and Zacharias, musical law was essentially conceived ac-
cording to the model of literature, the French Revolution made
it swing over to the side of the theater. A major event, it can be
read explicitly in the title of the famous decree of January 13–19,
1791, relative ‘‘to theaters and to the right of representation and
performance of dramatic and musical works’’ (emphasis mine).
This decree, which still forms the cornerstone of our judicial
apparatus, stipulates in its third article: ‘‘Works by living authors
cannot be represented in any public theater, throughout all of
France, without the formal written consent of the authors.’’

Still, until our 1835 trial, an uncertainty persisted concerning
works given without staging. Once this uncertainty was removed
by the 1835 decision, which created a legal precedent, one could
regard every musical interpretation as a representation, subject as
such to the authorization of the author. This opened the way,
after that—and this is what makes it important for us—to the
infiltration, in the musical field, of a tradition that had long been
confined to the theater: authorial interpretation, that is, author-
ized (supervised) by the author.11

So long as our ear was implicitly regulated according to a judi-
cial concept of music modeled on literature, interpretation as
such did not constitute a problem of law. The best testimony of
this is that of an English judgment of 1777, involving Johann
Christian Bach. He had filed a complaint against the publishers
James Longman and Charles Lukey, whom he accused of having
printed and sold copies of his works without his authorization.12

The judge, Lord Mansfield, ruled in his favor in these terms: ‘‘An
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individual can use a copy by playing it; but he has no right to
strip the author of his profit, by multiplying the copies and using
them for his own purposes.’’

This decision is indeed important from the point of view of
the history of law: after the very first law on copyright—the Stat-
ute of Queen Anne in 1710, which attributed the ownership of
copies of ‘‘books and other writings’’ to their authors for a lim-
ited period13—it is the verdict in favor of Bach that allows the
clarification that music was indeed included in ‘‘other writings’’
(‘‘music . . . can be written down and ideas are conveyed in it by
means of signs and marks,’’ declared Mansfield). But the fact
remains that interpretation was purely and simply distanced
from the field of law (‘‘an individual can use a copy by playing
it’’); that is to say, it was withdrawn from all right of inspection
by the composer.

Thus it is only after the French precedent of 1835 that the inter-
pretation of music (of all music, whether or not it is staged)
could little by little be integrated into the judicial sphere of the
authority of the author.

This change in law—that our ears will end up noting—
signified that the author henceforth had the judicial means to
supervise the conformity of the interpretations of his works. That
was the case for a long time in the field of theater,14 and it is
thanks to the revolutionary decree of 1791, then to its explicit
expansion in 1835, that the notion of authorial interpretation
could truly take shape [prendre corps] in music.

1853: A Listener in Court

There is at least one unusual listener who, about twenty years
later, came forward to testify that our ears have incorporated this
notion.

The listener in question, a certain Count Thadée Tyszkiewicz,15

did not hesitate to take to court, in the name of the author, those
who infringed on the new rule of respect for works (in this case,
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Weber’s Freischütz). He instituted, in the most serious way possi-
ble, a ‘‘suit for damages’’ against the Imperial Academy of Music,
that is, the Opéra.

I know almost nothing about this strange count (except that
he was a critic for the Leipziger musikalische Zeitung); but I read
his complaint, published by the Gazette des tribunaux on Decem-
ber 8, 1853, with an astonishment mingled with recognition:

Having arrived in Paris last Thursday, I leaped for joy when I
saw posted an announcement for a performance of the Frey-
schutz [sic] at the Imperial Academy of Music. . . . One of the
first to enter the hall, I went over in my head all the perform-
ances of this opera I have attended, savoring even the imper-
fections I had had to suffer through, in the conviction that
what I was about to hear would amply recompense me. . . .
The feelings I had while I entered the hall were succeeded first
of all by a kind of stupor. I thought I was under the sway of a
bad dream, the butt of a practical joke. . . . I had just heard a
vocal and instrumental mess unprecedented in the musical an-
nals of the countries I had till now traveled through. . . . Until
then at least Weber’s score had been played in its entirety. The
curtain rose for the third time. Instead of the third act, they
gave scraps of the third act, scraps sewn together without the
slightest concern for stage design, without the least musical
feeling, a ridiculous potpourri. Agathe’s prayer was cut; the
hermit’s song, Ottokar’s song, Max’s narration—so heart-
breaking, so real—as well as the chorus, ‘‘Always was he a
villain!’’—all cut, all! My indignation was at its height. I won-
dered where the conductor had gone to discover the unspeak-
able feeling an artist must have to set his hand to carrying
out such a sacrilege! I wondered where M. Roqueplan [Nestor
Roqueplan, director of the Opéra], a dealer in stage produc-
tions, had gone to look for the right to falsify his merchandise
publicly, to weigh it on crooked scales, to insult me, the
audience! . . . .
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. . . P.S.: I have brought a suit for damages against the Impe-
rial Academy of Music. The thousand voices of the press will
make the facts to be revealed by the investigation resound
throughout the entire world.

The long complaint of this surprising listener was in fact
widely disseminated in the French and foreign press. Although
he was represented by a lawyer named Lachaud, famous for his
art of ‘‘sentimental pleading,’’ our count had few chances to win
his suit. Henry Celliez, lawyer for the Opéra, demanded 3,000

francs in damages from the impudent listener who had tarnished
the reputation of the company. After that, before the Civil Court
of the Seine, in December 1853, Maı̂tre Lachaud pleaded in these
terms:

Our situation, then, is as sad as possible; not only has my
client had his ears injured, but he will pay for having dared to
complain. . . . Looking at it this way, M. Roqueplan will be-
come a millionaire.

This affair is unique in the history of law: a listener complains
of the harm done to his organs by a performance that is disre-
spectful of the author and the work. Previously, in fact, the cuts
and falsifications that so offended our count were given value
and attributed to the skill of the arranger, central figure of musi-
cal life.

Thus, in 1824, François Henri Joseph Blaze (called Castil-
Blaze) had arranged the ‘‘same’’ Freischütz as Robin des bois
[Robin Hood], transposing the action to England and inserting
into the score extracts from another opera by Weber, Euryanthe
(which he himself had reorchestrated, having at his disposal only
a version for piano . . . ). The first Robin des bois was a fiasco;
but one week later, Castil-Blaze presented a new version, which
had considerable success and popularized the music of Weber,
giving rise to new arrangements for piano with titles like Le Franc
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chasseur [The Free Hunter], La Fiancée du chasseur or Le Chasseur
noir . . . For this reversal in the public fortune of the work,
Castil-Blaze had a ready-made explanation: its first version, too
close to Weber’s original, wasn’t well enough adapted to the taste
of the French public!

The fact remains that, when Weber stayed in Paris in 1826, he
could hear that a shortened version of the hunters’ chorus was
sung even in the churches, with an adapted text: Chrétien
diligent / Devance l’aurore . . . Weber complained in vain about
the treatment inflicted on his work—‘‘Ah! Monsieur,’’ he wrote
in an open letter to Castil-Blaze reprinted in several newspapers
at the time, ‘‘what will become of all that is sacred to
us . . . ?’’—but the legislation of the 1820s and the absence of
international agreements on copyright made his protests useless.
Above all, it seems that the ears of the public (‘‘us’’) still had
nothing to do with the authorial values that would be imposed
later on.

In the 1840s, attitudes about the same work had changed con-
siderably. When they decided to stage another production of
Freischütz at the Opéra in 1841, the director, Léon Pillet, turned
to Berlioz; not to ‘‘adjust’’ a work to the demands of French taste
(although he could not say no to the addition of a ballet), but
rather to get around the impossibility of representing on this
stage works that included spoken dialogue. A passage from Berli-
oz’s Memoirs speaks better than any commentary on the restric-
tion involved in the adaptability of a work:

I had just returned from [a] long peregrination in Germany,
when M. Pillet, the Director of the Opéra, formed the plan of
getting up the Freischütz for the stage. . . . The spoken text had
to be put into recitative. M. Pillet offered me this task.

‘‘I do not think,’’ I answered, ‘‘that the recitatives you wish
for ought to be added to the Freischütz at all. However, since
it can only be performed at the Opéra on that condition, and
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as you would probably, if I declined the task, give it to some-
one less familiar with Weber than myself, and certainly less
devoted to the glorification of his masterpiece, I accept your
offer on one condition: the work shall be played exactly as it
is, without any alteration either in the book or the music.’’

‘‘That is my intention,’’ replied M. Pillet. ‘‘Do you think me
capable of renewing the scandal of Robin des Bois?’’

‘‘Very well; in that case I shall set to work.’’16

We can see a change from the castilblazades (as they were then
called) of the 1820s: in the statements attributed to the director
of the Opéra, they had become a ‘‘scandal’’; and Berlioz’s activity
as arranger is minimized, erased, for the sake of the ‘‘master-
piece’’ it must serve. It is even in order to avoid something worse
that Berlioz accepts the task offered him: he arranges the work
only in order to limit the space of arrangement, to prevent as
much as possible attacks on the original, which he calls derange-
ments: ‘‘The feeling which had urged me to insist on the preser-
vation of Weber’s work in its integrity, a feeling which many
would call fetishism, removed all pretext for the manipulations,
derangements, suppressions, and corrections, which otherwise
would have been eagerly made’’ (345).

Berlioz, however, himself acknowledged that rigidity in deal-
ing with the work has its disadvantages too: ‘‘But one serious
drawback was a necessary result of my obstinacy: the spoken
dialogue, when set entirely to music, seemed too long, notwith-
standing all my precautions to render it as concise as possible’’
(345; emphasis mine [translation slightly altered]). Berlioz’s posi-
tion, then, is still unstable. Even if we should count him among
the most ardent defenders of respect for the work (as testified by
other passages from his Memoirs, which we will read later on),
his discourse is below the level of Wagner’s, for example. An
article published in the Revue et gazette musicale in May 1841, just
before the premiere of the Freischütz arranged by Berlioz, fore-
told its failure: Weber’s opera was a ‘‘complete whole’’ and the
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insertion of the recitatives could only harm it, asserted the arti-
cle’s author, who was none other than Wagner himself.

Wagner’s predictions turned out to be correct, but probably
for reasons entirely other than his own. After twelve perform-
ances, the work was withdrawn from public performance. To
recoup the production expenses, it served in the ensuing years as
a ‘‘curtain raiser’’ for ballets, shortened and cut so that it could
better fulfill this new function . . .

If arrangement, in Berlioz, becomes a last resort (to which one
must, if I dare say it, adapt), it is because it is henceforth weighed
against the original. Unlike an older concept, which had not yet
made adaptation a competition that threatened the work on its
own terrain,17 we see in Berlioz the beginnings of a turning
toward a concept we can describe as substitutive: starting from
the moment when the arrangement is understood as being able,
if necessary, to replace the original, its space of lawfulness shrinks
like Balzac’s magic donkey skin; it becomes precisely a counter-
feit. If we see this new concept emerging, especially in Berlioz, it
is still a matter of a more general phenomenon, whose conse-
quences we will soon discover.

The fact remains that, to listen to our count, in 1853, the Frei-
schütz, to be able to be heard legitimately, had to remain intact,
as it was. To his ears, the music began to lose something of the
elasticity, of the plasticity, that it had had before, letting the mod-
ern ideal of the work emerge.

The final decision of the court in the Tyszkiewicz affair was
not a decision: the case was dismissed and the plaintiff made to
bear the expenses. That is why we can say that this trial, like so
many others, is notable more from the publicity it was given
than from its legal outcome. Which does not mean—far from
it—that it did not have any consequences: Weber’s opera would
be withdrawn from the repertoire of the Opéra for more than
twenty years, until 1876. That is the most visible, if I dare say it,
result of this affair, which was both exceptional and exemplary
in so many respects.
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But, for us, this listener’s complaint had lasting and profound
effects (although hard to measure): by giving voice, our voice, to
the ideals of respect for the work and authorial interpretation, it
contributed—one piece of evidence among so many others in a
vast historical trial underway—to making us, from one point of
view, critical listeners.

1841: Our Portrait in a Cartoon

From another point of view, however, the increasing restriction
of music’s adaptability—its rigidification into oeuvres, if you
like—goes along with, and gives rise to, a concomitant reduction
of its critical space.

That is what this image I have pasted into our journal shows.
You will recognize a caricature of us in the process of listening
to a ‘‘Grrrreat performance of the Grrrreat Stabat Mater’’ (by
Rossini); we are provided with scrolls that give us thoughts and
the following words: ‘‘Aren’t you dancing the Stabat Mater,
then?’’ ‘‘Is that a Stabat? My, how it dances’’; ‘‘I can’t wait for
the end . . . it’s carrying me away.’’

What are they making us say, and why?
To understand how our private thoughts as listeners are de-

pendent on a polemology of listening, we must briefly restore the
context of this image.18

In the 1830s, Rossini, ill, hardly ever left his villa in Bologna.
One of the rare trips he took led him in 1831 to Madrid, where
he was the guest of Don Manuel Fernandez Varela, a high Span-
ish dignitary and a fervent admirer of Rossini’s music. In this
man’s home, Rossini wrote a draft of his Stabat Mater; but he
soon cut short his visit, promising to send the work to Varela
once it was finished. During a trip to Paris the following year,
he wrote six movements of the twelve he had planned. A friend
of Rossini’s, the composer Giovanni Tadolini, completed the
work and sent it to Varela with a dedication. Varela thanked
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Rossini with a gift of great value, and had the Stabat Mater
performed in Madrid in 1833.

When Varela died in 1841, the Parisian publisher Aulagnier
acquired the manuscript at an auction. He prepared to publish
it, but Troupenas, the publisher of Rossini’s works in France,19

having heard a rumor of this plan, did everything he could to
prevent its execution. He had Rossini sign a contract by which
the composer yielded him exclusive rights to publish the six orig-
inal movements of Stabat Mater, and certified that he had never
yielded the rights to anyone before. Rossini then undertook to
finish the six allographic movements himself. Aulagnier, how-
ever, let it be known that he considered the dedication to Varela,
as well as the gift Varela had given to Rossini in exchange, as a
veritable contract of sale; and he threatened to present the Stabat
Mater at a ‘‘monster-concert,’’ in case the right to publish it was
refused him.

The affair ended up in several jurisdictions, until a verdict
passed by the Civil Court of the Seine in January 1842 explicitly
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rejected the interpretation of the dedication as a proper form
of sale. After that, Aulagnier, who had been associated with the
publisher Schlesinger, resorted to questionable methods to dis-
credit the work that had slipped through his hands and tried to
prove that there was nothing truly ‘‘sacred’’ in its style (that it
was scarcely different from the operas and other ‘‘secular’’ works
by the same author).

The methods and objectives of Aulagnier and Schlesinger are
indefensible. They had the melodies of the Stabat Mater arranged
into waltzes and other contradances, while at the same time in-
serting notices in the Revue et gazette musicale such as ‘‘Very
graceful dances, waltzes, gallops, on themes of Rossini’s Stabat
Mater are now in vogue here’’ (April 24, 1842), and ‘‘They have
just published quadrilles in London based on the tunes from this
work. Without a doubt, Rossini wrote the ‘Stabat Mater’ to
please those who organize balls and public entertainments’’ (De-
cember 4, 1842).

What interests me, beyond the initial paltry motivations of
Aulagnier and Schlesginer, is that the arrangements they gave
rise to were for many people part of what is still today one of the
most serious critical questions for the musicology of Rossini: to
find out if the work is truly ‘‘sacred’’ in its style, and to what
extent it differed from ‘‘lighter’’ works made for the stage.20

Here is the title page of one of these arrangements, published
by Aulagnier, where Rossini’s name is conspicuous by its ab-
sence: ‘‘Anecdotal, enigmatic, allegorical, funny, comic, critical
[emphasis mine], caustic, epigrammatic, satiric, historical, and
veridical quadrille on motifs of orphan excerpts from the Stabat
Mater dedicated to Fernandez Varela.’’ It is on the lithography
decorating this page that we can read the scrolls that make us
instruments of a polemics that is revolting in many respects. But,
if we disregard the motivations in this struggle, we can begin to
realize that a form of polemology always haunts our listenings. That
they are used here to serve such a cause is no accident, nor is it
a stroke of ill luck. And if we are more readily tempted to take
the side of someone like Tyszkiewicz, we should not forget that
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his pleading for the work is also a taking by violence—only he is
lending his ears to another camp in the battle.

The difference between the opposing forces is not so much, as
we are tempted to think, that one is right or law-abiding (the
work and the author), and the other dishonest. It is rather that,
on Tyszkiewicz’s side, the polemical nature of listening is forgot-
ten, erased when faced with the allegedly self-evident values of
authenticity and authorship. But this erasure of the polemology
that always paralyzes our organs is part of a complex tendency
by which the critical force of listening, like that of arrangement,
is restrained and denied.
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